Vocabulary Practice #3

15. circumspect (serˌkumˈspekt) adjective
   careful to consider consequences

16. clandestine (ˈklænˈdiːnst) adjective
   secret, covert

17. coax (ˈkɒks) verb
   to gently persuade or encourage

18. condone (ˈkɒnˌdən) verb
   to treat something bad as acceptable; to approve of something which is usually considered inappropriate

19. conundrum (ˈkənˌnʌndrəm) noun
   a difficult or confusing riddle or problem

20. cursory (ˈkɜːrər) adjective
   done in a quick, hurried, and/or superficial way

21. cynic (ˈsaɪnik) noun
   someone distrustful of human nature